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LECTURER

Coordinating lecturer: Joan SARDÀ FERRER
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PRIOR SKILLS

Basic knowledge on financial analysis is required.

REQUIREMENTS

ECONOMIA & MANAGEMENT

DEGREE COMPETENCES TO WHICH THE SUBJECT CONTRIBUTES

Transversal:
1. SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING - Level 3. Applying the knowledge gained in completing a task according to its relevance and importance. Deciding how to carry out a task, the amount of time to be devoted to it and the most suitable information sources.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Theoretical explanation in class of main financial concepts.
Practical sessions with a simulator - that students have to attend- to apply them, essentially by means of decision results analysis.
Autonomous work, in a group, to develop all five decisions the simulation program is made up.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT

To get acquainted with the process for raising funds for a business project.
STUDY LOAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self study</td>
<td>98,0</td>
<td>65.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours large group</td>
<td>52,0</td>
<td>34.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total learning time: 150 h

CONTENTS

1- FINANCIAL NEEDS

2- NEGOCIATING FUNDS

3- AVAILABLE FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

4- BUSINESS ANGELS

5- BUSINESS VALUATION

6- PRACTICE WITH SIMULATOR

GRADING SYSTEM

Mark relies basically on the final report that summarizes the simulations made and on the appropriate techniques and analysis that have supported them.